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After the deregulation of the financial industry during the 1980s and 1990s, banks and other lenders initiated predatory lending practices that, in fairly short order, helped precipitate the near-collapse of the U.S. economy during the “Great Recession” of 2008. Lenders did what they always do when they aren’t compelled to do otherwise—they targeted members of vulnerable populations—the poor, the financially illiterate, the elderly—with promises of homes, vehicles, and other items that they should have known the borrowers could not afford, while they would profit even on defaulted loans. These contracts polarized wealth, increasing the already out-of-whack income disparity between rich and poor. They devastated borrowers financially and exacerbated social problems, including crime rates, concomitant with poverty. These harms were too obvious not to have been foreseen by lenders, who nonetheless proceeded like a juggernaut until the last possible moment before the bubble burst. The financial catastrophes of 1929 and 2008 were different in a thousand ways but, ultimately, they were the result of the same fundamental cause—the indomitable spirit of capitalism itself—the greed of the haves levied against the weaknesses of the have-nots.

Unlike the Roosevelt administration’s aggressive response to the Great Depression, recent reforms have been mere gestures designed to stabilize and entrench (and in many cases to outright bail out) rather than punish those responsible for the 2008 collapse. The same morally corrupt system, based on perverse incentives whereby lenders profit in seemingly direct proportion to the financial pain they cause borrowers, remains largely in place.

“Border Town Bullies: The Bad Auto Deal and Subprime Lending Problem among Navajo Nation Car Buyers” by Megan Horning examines a particularly reprehensible example of the kind of predatory lending. It explores
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BORDER TOWN BULLIES: THE BAD AUTO DEAL AND SUBPRIME LENDING PROBLEM AMONG NAVAJO NATION CAR BUYERS

Introduction

Lucille Platero, an elderly Navajo woman, traveled to a border town to purchase a car. She was looking for a small car that fit her budget. Instead, the salespeople had her test drive a large truck. The salespeople forced Ms. Platero to leave her license and social security card at the dealership during the test drive. Their high-pressure sales tactics lasted all day. In the evening, when she was tired, she agreed to purchase the truck. On her way home, the truck broke down. The dealer refused to fix the truck and repossessed the car after some time. Despite Ms. Platero’s dispossession, she still received calls for the repossessed vehicle.\(^1\)

Because of the Navajo Nation’s geographic remoteness, rough roads, lack of water and electricity, and vehicle-dependent livelihood, Navajo Nation residents need vehicles for daily survival, ideally large four-wheel-drive vehicles. Navajo Nation border towns are the closest and most convenient locations for many Navajo individuals to purchase such vehicles. As a result, these border towns have an unusually high number of car dealerships who are eager to meet this demand.\(^3\) Navajo car buyers’ geographic and cultural circumstances create a “strong demand to buy cars and incentive to sell cars,” but also “create a market place ripe for excessive greed” to an even greater extent than is typically present in U.S. auto sales.\(^4\) Border town auto dealerships frequently exploit Navajo car buyers, especially tribal elders, through deceptive and aggressive sales tactics. The auto dealerships’ zeal for profit also translates into high interest “excessive lending” through subprime lending companies.\(^6\) Because a car is often the “single largest investment” a
Navajo family makes, the unfair auto deals and subprime lending rampant in Navajo Nation border towns are devastating for Navajo individuals, families, communities, and the entire Navajo Nation.

This article argues that due to the circumstances of Navajo Nation residents, Navajo car buyers have a greater need for cars and are therefore disproportionately harmed by unfair border town auto deals and subprime auto loans. Additionally, this article suggests several ways to address these issues while acknowledging the conundrum created if Navajo Nation residents are prevented from buying cars.

Part I of this article describes the current U.S. auto sales and lending process, including the stages of car buying, credit score calculation, and how national auto sales, lending, and investment markets profit from unfair car sales and subprime lending. Part II details the geographic remoteness, unique cultural differences, and living circumstances of the Navajo Nation and the relationship between those circumstances and the desperate need for a vehicle and the resulting vulnerability many Navajo people experience. Part III uses data from the Navajo Nation Human Rights Commission and sample Navajo purchaser auto contracts to illustrate the extreme tactics Navajo Nation border town auto dealerships and subprime lending companies used to bully Navajo car buyers into bad auto deals and unsustainable subprime loans. Part IV provides solutions to alleviate and eliminate bad auto deals and subprime loans for Navajo car buyers.

I. How salesmen, dealers, lenders, and investors profit from U.S. auto sales

The American auto sales industry works to promote dealers’, lenders’, and investors’ profits. Section A outlines the stages of the auto sales and lending processes as experienced by car buyers. Section B describes the American credit scoring system and how it limits low-credit car buyers’ choices. Section C reveals auto salespeople’s, dealers’, and lenders’ incentives to pressure low credit score car buyers into loans they are not likely to be able to repay and details their methods for doing so.

A. The stages of a car purchase and loan

An overview of the basic stages of the car purchase-sale process is a helpful starting point for understanding auto lending in the U.S., which is discussed in the next section. First, a person interested in buying a car selects a car model and car dealer or vice versa. Next, the prospective buyer negotiates with car salespeople, employees of the dealership, to determine a car’s principal price, and the inclusion or exclusion and price of additional features. Unlike other major purchases, taxes, title fees, cost of repairs and
warranties, and the costs of paying off a loan on an existing car are added to the car’s list price.¹⁰

This negotiation process, and the added fees, can be confusing and stressful to buyers. One particularly stressful aspect of the negotiation and purchase process is the loan agreement. The auto dealer, lender, and buyer must all agree upon the interest rate and terms of the loan. Usually, after sending out loan applications to several lending companies, the dealer and buyer will select a loan based on the interest rate and terms offered by the lender.¹¹ This process is often known as “getting financing approved.” In determining whether a buyer should be approved for a loan, there should be an independent and objective review of a buyer’s credit, which includes examining the buyer’s debt-income ratio.¹² Immediately after the contract is signed, the dealer sells the contract to the lending company, which then takes possession of the car title. Consequently, the lender—not the dealership—accepts the buyer’s payments until the loan is fully repaid.¹³

B. Subprime auto loans among car buyers with low credit scores

For the vast majority of Americans, cars are a primary means of sustenance and survival, a symbol of pride, freedom, and the ability to “control [] one’s own destiny.”¹⁴ Research has found that car ownership is closely tied to the economic success of American families.¹⁵ Cars are frequently one of the largest assets American families own, and can often be the most valuable asset of families who do not own their own homes.¹⁶ As very few Americans are able to pay in cash upfront when purchasing a car, financing and paying installments on a loan is common.¹⁷

The auto lending industry categorizes borrowers based on their credit score.¹⁸ Credit scores below 620 are considered to be subprime and have much higher interest rates than credit scores above 620, which are considered less risky by lenders.¹⁹ Factors that can lower a borrower’s credit score include multiple delinquent payments on other loans, charge-offs, repossessions, bankruptcies, low household incomes, dilatory credit card repayments, and dilatory or partial home mortgage repayments. Occasionally, periods of “acute financial stress” such as a failed marriage, failed business, or high-cost serious illness can also lower an individual’s credit score.²² Many with low credit scores have low incomes or are young and have not made many purchases on credit.²⁴ These low scores yield higher interest rates during financing. Dividing borrowers into two distinct categories—low-credit risk prime lending and medium to high credit risk subprime lending—results in a disparate impact on lower credit scoring auto loan borrowers.²⁵

Most auto loans are given to borrowers with “prime” credit scores,²⁶ borrowers whose credit report factors include “having a credit history of at least
three years, non-delinquent historic performance on installment debt, and at least two years of employment.”

Borrowers with prime credit scores can often obtain low interest auto loans directly from their own finance company, bank, or credit union. In these loans, the borrower signs a contract with his or her finance company, bank, or credit union to pay the “amount financed” which is the total price determined with the dealership plus a finance charge, which is an interest rate set by the finance company, bank, or credit union. The finance company, bank, or credit union will then loan the borrower cash to purchase the vehicle in exchange for a security interest in the car. Since the subprime mortgage crisis, banks have tightened lending standards and it is even more difficult for borrowers with medium to low credit scores to obtain low interest loans.

Subprime borrowers can often only obtain auto loans from subprime lending agencies because of the tightened restrictions traditional lending agencies place on subprime borrowers. Most subprime auto loans are executed through three forms of dealership financing: (1) the dealer solicits outside lending companies to evaluate the borrower’s credit and offer the borrower a loan; (2) the dealer’s own financing arm purchases the loan; or (3) a traditional banking or financing institution carries the loan. All three forms of subprime auto lenders charge much higher interest rates than the rates charged for prime auto loans.

For example, interest rates above six percent are considered very high for an auto loan. Interest rates in subprime auto loans, however, can rise to the double digits, resulting in a loan with eventual costs that are equal to or more than the car’s actual value. Nevertheless, many car buyers have no choice but to enter into subprime auto loans despite higher interest rates, because their need for a car outweighs the costs of obtaining one.

If a buyer enters into a subprime loan with an unreasonable repayment plan, particularly in light of the buyer’s income, it is likely that the car will be repossessed when the buyer inevitably defaults. Upon repossession, the holder of the contract can sell the car at auction to recover some of the costs of the car. However, because the car has likely depreciated in value, the holder is unlikely to recover the contract price. Consequently, the lender may choose to obtain a deficiency judgment against the buyer, where the buyer becomes responsible for the difference between what the lender received at auction and the price of the vehicle under the purchase contract.

C. High profits drive auto salespeople, dealers, lenders, and investors to lend to and invest in low credit car buyers

While high interest rates associated with subprime lending clearly disadvantage borrowers, there are strong incentives for auto dealers and auto
lenders to offer subprime loans. Although it may seem counter-intuitive for dealers and lenders to provide financing to borrowers less likely to repay their loans, dealers and lenders actually benefit from making subprime loans and carrying large quantities of subprime loan debt. These benefits outweigh the corresponding risks of default, which has in turn led to a dramatic growth in subprime auto-lending industries and investment in such industries.

1. Dealer incentives for subprime loans and unscrupulous tactics

Auto-dealers are motivated by numerous incentives and kickbacks that accompany auto sales and auto lending. On the most basic level, because auto salespeople are paid on commission they are motivated to sell as many cars and make the largest loans as possible. With the general aim of making profits, auto salespeople and dealerships engage in insidious practices to push auto loans on people with low credit scores. While the loans themselves are legal, the sales tactics used appear less so.

In some cases, the aggressive sales tactics used on vulnerable subprime buyers include fraud and deception. First, auto dealers receive dealer reserve kickbacks, which are “a slice of the interest on the loan” given to dealers by lending agencies every time they make a new loan. Accordingly, auto salespeople push borrowers towards higher interest rate loans because the kickback percentages are higher for higher interest rate loans. This is true even when a borrower’s credit score could qualify for lower interest rates. Second, these kickbacks incentivize simple overselling. Salespeople are encouraged to persuade purchasers to choose bigger, more expensive cars. A bigger car requires a bigger loan, which results in a greater kickback to salespeople.

Auto salespeople can also increase the overall size of a loan by “loan packing,” which adds “overpriced and unused or frankly unnecessary” products to the loan, such as guaranteed auto protection (“GAP”) insurance, rust-proofing, extended service contracts, or warranties that are already covered by the manufacturer. GAP insurance is optional insurance coverage added to a collision insurance policy and may pay the difference between a car’s loan balance and what the insurance company will pay if the car is considered a covered total loss. Similarly, by adding hidden fees called “add-ons” to purchase contracts, auto salespeople can increase the size of a loan without borrowers noticing until they leave the lot and the loan is final.

Bait and switch tactics are also used to increase the size of a loan, which involves substituting more expensive cars, with added features, after a buyer has already committed to a basic model. Finally, as noted above, auto loans are frequently made to cover both the purchase price of a new car and the negative equity on a borrower’s trade-in.
In addition to the kickbacks, auto salespeople and dealers employ practices that can increase profits even after a loan is finalized. For instance, when borrowers fail to pay their auto loans, dealers often repossess their cars and sell them for a higher value in a practice called “churning.” In some instances of churning, “hundreds of cars have been sold multiple times by used car dealers.” This practice has also evolved into the often-illegal practices of spot delivery and yo-yo car sales, both described in detail below.

For some dealers and auto salespeople, the profit-motive is so strong that they resort to “illegal business practices, such as forging signatures on sales contracts, falsifying information on credit applications, and wrongfully repossessing vehicles.” Ultimately, once the contract and title of the car have been sold to the lending agency and the auto dealer receives the purchase price of the car, and receives its cut of the interest, the auto dealer is no longer accountable for the car’s costs. Accordingly, the risk of default has passed to the lending agency.

2. Lender incentives to make subprime auto loans

Despite the assumption that lending companies are only successful if borrowers repay their loans, auto lenders also have significant motivations to make subprime auto loans. A common assumption in the lending business is that “the risk of not being paid back on the loan [should] act as a constraint on lending behavior and encourage lenders to monitor credit worthiness of the borrower out of self-interest.” If the lender collects enough in interest and fees over time, however, the lender may still make a profit even with a loss of some of the principle. Thus, there are several ways auto lenders profit from the fees and interest charges on subprime auto loans. In general, lending companies profit from the interest rates they charge borrowers, and occasionally, this interest can generate a profit greater than the value of the car itself.

One way lending companies profit from subprime auto loans is when the dealer and lender agree to permit the dealer to mark up the borrower’s interest rate from the rate originally set by the lending company. This increase is added to the dealer’s profits. This strengthens the relationship between the lender and dealer, ensuring the lending company’s continued business with the dealer. Lenders can also profit from subprime auto loans by allowing dealers to screen borrowers for them. This saves the lender from paying screening fees.

Moreover, because auto loans cannot be discharged by bankruptcy, lenders are promised repayment or repossession. This assurance provides an “enormous incentive” for auto lenders to lend to borrowers with low credit who are unlikely to repay and has led to “excessive” subprime auto lending.
The risk of not profiting when a borrower fails to pay his or her auto loan is mitigated through churning, as discussed above.\textsuperscript{65} In fact, repossession has become increasingly easy for lenders as automatic systems that locate and shut a car off remotely have replaced the traditional method of sending repo men to find, boot, and tow away cars upon default.\textsuperscript{64} Subprime auto lending is a profitable practice for auto lenders because the risk of losing profit on defaulted subprime loans is mitigated by high interest rates that survive bankruptcy and the ease of selling a repossessed car.

Additionally, loan securitization, bundling, and reselling create a culture that disregards borrower default. Lenders’ lack of concern as to whether loans will be repaid stems from the lender cashing out on the loan early and selling any associated risks early on in the loan’s life.\textsuperscript{65} In turn, securitizing, bundling, and reselling encourage lenders to find higher numbers of low credit borrowers to increase profits.\textsuperscript{66}

3. Investor incentives to invest in subprime auto loans

As noted above, subprime loans are often “bundled” together, and after a series of repurchasing and repackaging, these bundles are sold to an investor in a hedge fund or high yield mutual fund.\textsuperscript{67} Specifically, after a lending company takes the title of a subprime auto loan, it typically bundles it with thousands of similar auto loans into a “collateralized bond instrument.”\textsuperscript{68} These collateralized bond instruments can then be “sold off in pieces to the highest bidders”\textsuperscript{69} as if they are “investment grade securities.”\textsuperscript{70} These bidders are investors seeking returns on the high double-digit interest rate charges levied on subprime auto loans. Inflated interest rates yield great returns for investments, particularly “in a market where interest rates on whole hover stubbornly close to zero.”\textsuperscript{71} Additionally, collateralized subprime loans are appealing to investors because they have high returns compared to other auto loan investments and carry substantially lower risks than subprime mortgages.\textsuperscript{72} For example, Wall Street stockbrokers have been successful in selling subprime auto loan bundles to even “the most stalwart institutional investors, including insurance companies and public pension funds.”\textsuperscript{73} These collateralized subprime loans are perceived as a reliable investment because the “sheer necessity of car ownership…precludes the possibility of a huge decline in overall sale.”\textsuperscript{74} Through securitization, auto dealers and lenders offering subprime loans pass the risk of default onto investors, which in turn places the risk of loss upon public pensions.\textsuperscript{75}

Investors are essentially gambling when they invest in bundled subprime loans. Investors wager that a sufficient number of borrowers within the bundled security will be able to pay enough of their loans to generate a profit, notwithstanding that many will default along the way. And, because
subprime loans have extremely high interest rates, lenders enjoy good odds that they will profit before the borrower goes under and defaults. However, in spite of good odds, such investments always carry an inherent risk that a larger number of buyers will default, resulting in overall losses to the investor. While it would seem poor judgment to invest in loans that are unlikely to be repaid, the strong motivation for profit encourages auto dealers and lenders to offer subprime auto loans. Likewise, profit is the driving force in investors’ “buying fren[zy]” in subprime loan instruments.

4. The subprime auto industry is sparsely regulated

Taking into account Americans’ persistent need for cars and the rapid growth of the subprime auto-lending industry, the subprime auto industry is surprisingly unregulated. While the economic downturn after the mortgage crisis spurred new regulations that cracked down on subprime lending for home mortgages and credit cards, auto sales lobbyists successfully spared the auto-lending industry from similar regulations, including the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform Act and the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau. Consequently, high interest rate loans, like subprime auto loans, are generally legal under state and federal law and there are few legal regulations for policing the subprime auto loan industry. This lack of enforcement power, paired with the multi-level motivation for profit, perpetuates a “vicious cycle of aggressive [subprime auto] lending.”

5. Many subprime loans are predatory

There exists a “marketplace ripe for excessive greed[]” because of the continued and widespread demand for cars and the strong incentive for profits at all levels of the auto sales industry. Advocates for auto buyers and borrowers struggle to balance the need for regulation with low credit buyers’ need for financing. As subprime lenders serve people with no alternative access to credit, “subprime loans target some of the nation’s most desperate and least financially savvy consumers, many of whom have experienced extended periods of dire financial straits” or come from communities that have been systematically denied credit. While not all subprime car loans are the result of predatory tactics, many are predatory in nature because auto dealers regularly and unfairly engage in deceptive and fraudulent practices. Thus, most subprime loans in the last decade have been the product of predatory lending practices.

6. Harmful effects of subprime auto loans on borrowers, families, and communities

The growth of the subprime lending industry and related lack of industry regulation has resulted in harmful effects for borrowers, their families, and
the communities in which they live. Subprime auto loans can put individual borrowers into cycles of debt that impact the family and individual’s emotional and financial health for generations. These cycles of intergenerational debt, in the aggregate, can hinder an entire community’s economy, and even threaten the stability of the national economy as happened in 2008.

Subprime auto loans’ harmful effects wreak long-lasting and detrimental financial havoc on borrowers. Typically, subprime borrowers borrow much more than what their car is actually worth and take much longer to pay off loans compared to borrowers with prime auto loans.\(^8\) For example, in order to keep a low credit borrower’s monthly payments low, subprime lenders stretch the borrower’s installment payments out for a longer term.\(^9\) While the average prime auto loan lasts four to five years, it takes close to six years to pay off the average subprime auto loan.\(^10\) Longer loan periods give subprime borrowers’ cars’ trade-in value more time to depreciate, ultimately causing many subprime borrowers to transfer the remaining balance left on a worn-out car to a new car purchase.\(^11\) Alternatively, someone who purchases a car with a subprime auto loan may pay for the car for months or years after the car is no longer running and worthless. The harmful effects of subprime loans bring individuals—whose finances are already unstable—into a cycle of “incur[ring] excessive debt.”\(^12\)

The cycle of debt incurred from subprime auto loans also impacts the families and communities of borrowers. A borrower’s debt and associated low credit score affect the upward economic mobility of borrowers’ children.\(^3\) This occurs in two ways. First, financial stress experienced by parents can inhibit children’s learning in school, well-being at home, and later pose a barrier to higher education.\(^4\) Second, like other forms of intergenerational poverty, parents pass on to their children their low credit scores and correlated high interest rates and debt. For example, parents with a low credit score may not be able to cosign on a child’s auto loan, borrow through a bank or credit union, or assist in paying off a vehicle quickly.\(^5\)

On a larger scale, excessive indebtedness also harms communities. For example, borrowers with high interest rates are less able to make purchases or investments that contribute to their local economy, and may even avoid entrepreneurship.\(^6\) Such collateral consequences contribute to a cycle of poverty where the poorest are forced to incur the highest rates of debt in order to purchase a car.\(^7\) This adds to the growing national wealth gap\(^8\) and maintains an economic underclass in our society.\(^9\) On a national scale, economists warn that the same factors that led to the mortgage crisis and dramatic economic downturn in 2008\(^10\) are also present in the subprime auto lending industry and pose serious risks for our nation’s economic future.\(^11\)
II. Navajo Nation residents are especially vulnerable to bad auto deals and subprime auto loans

The Navajo Nation and the surrounding border towns are one area of Indian Country where unfair car sales and lending practices disproportionately impact low income Native American car buyers. These circumstances result in the Navajo Nation’s residents’ unique vulnerability to predatory lending schemes in the car industry.

The following section describes some of the realities of Navajo life today with respect to Navajo Nation residents’ heightened need to buy cars and their vulnerability in auto deals. Section A shows how Navajo Nation residents’ rough roads, spread out homes, and sources of income require car ownership for survival. Issues involving poverty, literacy, and language are the three most influential factors that make some Navajo car buyers especially vulnerable to unfair auto sales and lending. Section A also describes the limited options Navajo Nation residents have to purchase goods, services, and cars in border towns where exploitive sales practices are prevalent. Section B outlines the Navajo Nation’s legal response to these unfair auto sales and lending practices. It focuses on how this civil regulatory jurisdiction is limited by the Navajo Nation’s borders.

A. Realities of Navajo Nation life

The Navajo Nation, home of the largest Native American tribe in the United States, spans Arizona, Utah, and New Mexico and covers over 27,000 square miles. In 2014, the Navajo Nation population totaled over 300,000 members, more than half of whom resided on the Navajo Nation reservation. The Navajo Nation is admired by outsiders for its maintenance of Navajo language and culture, traditional lifestyles and high desert landscapes, from red sandstone spires and canyons to mountains and plateaus.

The Navajo Nation extends about 160 miles north to south and just over 300 miles from east to west. There are about 15,000 miles of public roads on the Navajo Nation. However, this estimate does not include the hundreds of miles of personal roads individuals have built from main public roads to reach their rural homes. Within the Navajo Nation, only 23 percent of public roads are paved, while the remaining majority are dirt roads. Public transportation is rare in most parts of the Navajo Nation.

Due to the geographical breadth of the Navajo Nation and the limited infrastructure, Navajo Nation residents live differently from other Americans. Vehicle ownership is very important to this lifestyle. Most Navajo Nation residents live spread apart in small single-family homes with extended family. Many of these homes do not have running water, electricity, and telephone and
internet services. To address these needs, many Navajo families use their vehicles to haul water in large plastic tanks from nearby towns and wells and haul coal or wood to heat their homes.

Vehicle ownership is also essential to Navajo Nation families’ income. Working away from family home sites or away from the Navajo Nation is a primary source of income for many Navajo Nation residents. Most of these jobs require long daily commutes to worksites in border towns, schools, hospitals, power plants, or mines. Additionally, numerous Navajo workers generate income by traveling across the United States to do welding, construction, or mining work at temporary job sites. These workers not only use their vehicles to travel to job sites but also live out of their vehicles while on the job. Other Navajo workers derive income through Jeep and truck tours of tourist destinations such as Monument Valley, Canyon de Chelly, and Antelope Canyon. Many Navajo Nation families make or supplement their income and continue traditional ways of life by raising livestock, such as cattle, sheep, goats, and horses. Consequently, having large trucks to haul water, feed, and trailer livestock is critical to this source of income.

In combination with the high need for vehicle ownership explained above, high poverty and illiteracy on the Navajo Nation make many Navajo Nation car buyers vulnerable to unfair auto sales and lending practices. In 2010, 38 percent of Navajo Nation residents were classified as severely poor and living below the poverty line. The same year, the median household income of Navajo Nation residents was $27,389. About half of the Navajo population speaks the Navajo language at home, while many elders speak only the Navajo language. Many middle-aged and elderly Navajos were either subjected to deliberate and abusive assimilation practices in boarding schools, or did not attend school at all. This resulted in many not learning to speak, read, or write English well. This problem has carried over to twenty-first century Navajo students because of a lack of school funding and inadequate culturally responsive education. They are often not as academically successful as their non-Navajo peers. These poverty, literacy, and language factors contribute to Navajo car buyers’ vulnerability during exploitive sales and lending practices.

Border towns, which are situated just across the Navajo Nation borders, serve as hubs of goods and services for Navajo Nation residents and as homes for many Navajo tribal members who work off the reservation. The largest of these border towns are Page, Arizona; Holbrook, Arizona; Winslow, Arizona; Flagstaff, Arizona; Gallup, New Mexico; Grants, New Mexico; Farmington, New Mexico; Albuquerque, New Mexico; and Cortez, Colorado.
stores, banks, hospitals, schools, laundromats, and restaurants for many Navajo Nation residents. For some Navajo Nation residents, the drive to the nearest border town is often over 100 miles. Depending on the season, reaching these border towns require Navajo residents to traverse deep sand, mud, snow, and ice.  

The Navajo Nation Humans Rights Commission describes Navajo Nation residents’ travel to these border towns as a “daily exodus.” Each day, approximately 12,470 vehicles travel into Gallup and 7,015 vehicles travel into Farmington. These counts show just how crucial vehicle ownership is for Navajo families who travel to border towns for goods and services. Furthermore, the Navajo Nation Human Rights Commission, recognized the emotional importance of vehicle ownership to Navajo families, when it stated that “[a]cquiring a new vehicle brings pride to a household and instills a sense of accomplishment and wealth.”

As a result of border towns being isolated hubs of commerce, there is a long-standing pattern of commercially exploiting the Navajo residents’ heavy reliance on the border towns’ goods and services. Border town main streets are often lined with trading posts, pawn shops, payday lenders, auto title lenders, tax anticipation lenders, rent-to-own furniture stores, liquor stores, and bars. And many border towns are infamous for poverty, violence, alcoholism, and alcohol-related deaths. Yet, as discussed below, one common and often unmentioned venue of border town exploitation is car dealerships. All of the above factors illustrate the unique and heightened “need for transportation” among Navajo Nation residents, and the ways in which Navajo customers are vulnerable to car dealers’ greedy auto sales tactics and high interest rate loans.

B. The Navajo Nation’s legal response to residents’ need for vehicles

In light of the residents’ vulnerability to exploitive commercial practices, the Navajo Nation Council enacted a highly protective consumer protection law in 1999. The Navajo Nation Consumer Practices Act (“Act”) protects consumers from unfair, deceptive, and unconscionable sales practices by sellers of goods and services within the Navajo Nation. The Act directly addresses car sales, including provisions on motor vehicle warranties, and provides the right to ask for a Navajo language translator and caps on interest rates. Further, the Act precludes repossessing cars from the Navajo Nation without the owner’s voluntary written consent or an order from a Navajo Nation court. While the Act aspires to protect Navajo car buyers, the place of sale determines its application. As a result, many of its provisions are inapplicable to Navajo car buyers who purchase vehicles in border
towns just outside of the Navajo Nation. Instead, state law and state courts govern such sales.

III. Unfair border town auto deals and subprime lending to Navajo car buyers

The discriminatory practices of Navajo border town auto dealers and lenders are particularly acute when compared to the national auto sales and lending climate. Furthermore, the magnitude of high interest subprime auto loans sold to Navajo car buyers harms the purchasers, their families, and communities. Part IV below details the drastic discriminatory circumstances Navajo car buyers experience when purchasing and paying off vehicles based upon data from a recent Navajo Nation Human Rights Commission Report (“Report”) and analysis of sample the auto contracts and finance applications from recent Navajo car buyers.

A. Navajo car buyers are isolated from information and competition

This section draws upon the experiences of Navajo car buyers to illustrate the ways that border town bullies (lenders and dealers) target this population with unfair auto deals and unsustainable auto loans throughout the car buying process. This section presents these abuses in the order of the car buying process: (1) car dealer and car model selection, (2) auto contract negotiation, (3) auto financing, and (4) repossession.

The remote geography, unique Navajo way of life, and prevalent poverty on the Navajo Nation each create barriers to information and a lack of options for Navajo car buyers—a problem uncommon elsewhere the U.S. Larger cities with numerous car dealerships, such as Phoenix, Arizona; Salt Lake City, Utah; and Albuquerque, New Mexico, are difficult for most Navajo car buyers to access because they are hundreds of miles from most Navajo Nation residents’ homes. Thus, most Navajo car buyers are limited to purchasing cars from the dealerships available in the large Navajo Nation border towns: Gallup and Farmington, New Mexico and Holbrook and Flagstaff, Arizona. Because these border towns are still hours away from many Navajo car buyer’s homes, the distance between home and dealership exacerbates the pressure of making a purchase and diminishes a car buyers opportunity to make informed choices.

Additionally, many Navajo car buyers “lack[] basic information about purchasing a vehicle[,]” which limits their ability to compare dealers and car prices. Missing information includes “[i]nformation on credit profiles, warranties, and blue book values.” This problem is, in part, because many Navajo homes are without internet access. Additionally, language and literacy barriers prevent many Navajo individuals, especially elders, from
understanding available consumer information. Survey results from the Report show that only about 40 percent of Navajo car buyers research the car they intended to buy before entering a dealership.

**B. Border town bullies use unscrupulous tactics during contract negotiation ensure high profits**

Navajo Nation border town auto salespeople and dealers use various legal and illegal tactics to sell high quantities of vehicles and to increase profits in car sales with Navajo consumers. Navajo car buyers’ experiences illustrate how Navajo border town dealers and salespeople take these tactics to the extreme by capitalizing on Navajo car buyers’ unique characteristics and vulnerabilities.

For example, many dealers use advertisements to target Navajo car buyers, a common tactic because local advertisements are a leading factor when a Navajo car buyer chooses a dealership. Advertisements target Navajo car buyers by using Navajo language, livestock and hay giveaways, and “free” barbeques. Dealership employees use many aggressive marketing tactics, including official-looking mailings that read “You’ve Won a Car!,” providing fake car keys, and false checks claiming to be cashable at local dealerships. In some instances, the Navajo Nation government shows support for these dealers by allowing the dealers to sponsor Navajo Nation fairs and contribute prizes to Navajo Nation Gaming Association incentives.

**1. Raising the price and additional features**

Navajo border town dealers use high-pressure tactics to sell expensive vehicles with high interest rates to earn big commissions and dealer kickbacks. These profit-boosting tactics are frequently deceptive and forceful. Add-ons are a common profit-boosting tactic among border town dealers. Navajo car buyers’ contracts are often “laced with add-ons” that the car buyer does not notice, and that “make no sense, cost too much, and keep the family in debt.”

For instance, one Navajo elder found that he had a maintenance service agreement in his contract that required him to travel a hundred miles to Gallup every time he needed his vehicle serviced. GAP insurance is a similarly expensive add-on, commonly added onto Navajo car buyers’ contracts. Yet, border town bullies rarely honor GAP insurance when Navajo car buyers seek to collect on their GAP insurance policies. One Navajo elder even described how she had to take out a loan to cover repairs when the GAP insurance was not honored.

Moreover, border town auto dealers do not limit themselves to the typical auto sales add-ons. They frequently create add-ons specific to the car. These provisions are slipped stealthily into contracts. One Navajo mother
who intended to pay $20,000 for a car for her college student son was told that her son could sign the contract by himself in the morning. Later, when she reviewed the signed contract, the mother saw that an additional $10,000 in add-ons, including a $4,000 service charge and a $499 tire fee, had been added to the contract overnight, without their knowledge.

2. Pressure to buy expensive alternate vehicles

Border town auto dealers also persuade Navajo car buyers to purchase entirely different cars that what the buyer originally intended. In one instance, a dealership sold a Navajo buyer a two-wheel drive truck, worth less than his trade-in, under the impression it was a higher valued four-wheel drive truck. Similarly, when salespeople realize that low income or a poor credit score may prevent a buyer from getting a loan for a larger make or model, the salespeople force a sale by pressuring the buyer into a smaller, less expensive model that may not fit the buyer’s needs. One Navajo elder was pressured into buying a small truck when he really needed a larger vehicle, and later he had to pawn his valuables to make the $600 monthly payments on the small truck. Forcing buyers into purchasing cars the buyer did not want, is another predatory tactic used in these border towns.

3. Two cars at once

Among the most egregious trade-in schemes border town dealers use is selling Navajo car buyers two cars at once. Generally, with this scheme, the dealership first sells a buyer a car that quickly turns out to be faulty. When the buyer takes the car back to the dealership, the dealer feigns agreement to take control of the car and then sells the buyer another model. Instead of trading in the old car, as the buyer would expect, the dealer simply sells the buyer another contract, meanwhile, the dealer the keeps possession of the old car while the buyer still maintains ownership according to the title. And then, in a month’s time, the buyer receives billing statements for both cars, even though the buyer does not possess either the first car or the title. In this way, the dealer profits from the first car by repossessing it and reselling it to another buyer.

4. Closing the deal and issues at signing

Dealers ensure profit by using a variety of nefarious, deceptive, and high-pressure tactics to ensure Navajo car buyers sign auto contracts. “[S]ome automobile dealers literally preyed on Navajo families, purposely misled them and pressured them into signing contracts when the consumer’s financial means [were] not there at the beginning of negotiating the contract.” Further, the circumstances surrounding these auto contracts “deprived [many Navajos] of the right to freely negotiate a contract under the conditions acceptable
Many Navajo car buyers complained of lengthy auto contracts “filled with legal jargon” that they could not easily understand. A majority of Navajo car buyers admitted to relying on verbal agreements with dealers and salespeople. For that reason, they did not read their auto contracts closely. Nor were they aware of the contract’s contents, including whether down payments, trade-ins, and add-ons were included.

One way border town auto dealers frequently pressure Navajo car buyers into assuming high costs and unfair contracts is by refusing interpreters for Navajo car buyers who do not speak English. This denial occurs in two ways. Some dealers simply do not provide in-house interpreters. Others barred relatives who accompany car buyers specifically to interpret during contract negotiations.

As a part of their strategy to compel Navajo car buyers into signing auto contracts, border town auto dealers aim to wear down Navajo car buyers. Many participants reported being delayed for the entire day at dealerships and then rushed into signing a contract before closing. This delaying tactic deserves greater attention, since many Navajo car buyers have to make special plans, save money, and travel over a hundred miles to reach a dealership, followed by another hundred miles to drive home the same evening. While prolonging the sale and wearing down the buyer, dealers and salespeople also frequently and illegally detain potential buyers by holding their car keys, driver’s licenses, and/or social security cards until a contract is signed.

In some cases, border town auto dealers have even threatened purchasers. In one striking instance, a dealer called a middle-aged man at 1:30 in the morning. The purpose of the call was to force the man to sign an incomplete auto contract. The dealer threatened the man that if he did not sign the contract, he would report the car as stolen to the police. All the while, the dealer actually had physical possession of the vehicle.

Another way border town auto dealers lure Navajo car buyers into contracts is by manipulating income and demographic information on buyer finance applications. The dealer may do this to improve the chances that the buyer will obtain financing or to increase the interest rate on the loan. Many Navajo car buyers have been pressured into “soft” credit checks at a grocery store, fair, or flea market, in which salespeople collect their demographic information and later use it to solicit auto loans, often without the potential buyer’s knowledge. Some individuals even reported they were made to believe they were entering their demographic information for a contest or raffle and not for a car loan.
Salespeople use names and addresses gained in these credit checks to locate people at home where they could pressure them into signing contracts.\textsuperscript{167} This is especially common among the elderly who feel vulnerable and pressured at home when they are alone with a stranger.\textsuperscript{168} Based on these credit checks, many potential Navajo buyers are told they are eligible for a loan when an accurate analysis of their income would indicate otherwise.\textsuperscript{169} Navajo car buyers also complain of being confused about who is financing the loan.\textsuperscript{170}

Lastly, a common way dealers and salespeople ensure a contract is finalized is by instructing Navajo car buyers to lie about their income and/or down payment amounts.\textsuperscript{171} In the worst instances, the salespeople forge these amounts themselves.\textsuperscript{172}

\section*{5. Yo-yo sales and spot deliveries}

A yo-yo car sale is one in which a person purchases a car with dealer arranged financing, pays a non-refundable deposit to the dealer, and drives the car off the lot. Within a few days the dealer calls the purchaser saying that the financing has been denied and that he or she must return the car. At that point, the dealer keeps the non-refundable deposit and is able to resell the car at full price.\textsuperscript{173} Yo-yo sales are highly profitable because once the buyer returns the car, the buyer either has to come up with more money for a larger down payment, agree to a higher interest rate, or agree to extend the loan period to keep the car, return the car and forfeit the down payment, or accept a lesser valued vehicle.

Similarly, spot delivery, a variation of the yo-yo car sale, occurs when salespeople actually deliver the car to the purchaser before financing has been approved and then later require the purchaser to return the car. Again, the purchaser either loses their deposit or is forced to pay a higher interest rate.\textsuperscript{174}

A radio advertisement enticed one middle-aged Navajo male car buyer to a dealership about 100 miles from his home.\textsuperscript{175} He signed a contract to purchase a vehicle and drove the vehicle home. Days later, the dealership called and demanded he return the car because his financing was not approved. The dealer threatened that the vehicle would be reported stolen to the police if not returned. However, the buyer was unable to return the car until his employer approved the time off. When the buyer returned the vehicle the dealership asked him to make a higher down payment to keep the vehicle. Because the buyer declined to put more money down, salespeople took him into a separate room and swore at him. In retaliation and to compensate for the buyer’s refusal to make a higher down payment, the dealership forced him to pay a mileage fee exactly equal to the higher down payment before he could leave. After this incident, the buyer continued to receive threats from
the dealer.\textsuperscript{176} Border town auto dealers will go to great lengths to secure any type of profit, even where no sale can be made.

6. \textbf{Faulty vehicles}

Border town auto dealers also profit by selling faulty vehicles to Navajo car buyers for full price. Many Navajo car buyers complained that their vehicles broke down on the way home from the dealership or shortly thereafter.\textsuperscript{177} After complaining about being sold a faulty vehicle, one buyer reported being lectured by the dealer about leaving the lights on, which was not the cause of the mechanical defect at all.\textsuperscript{178} Another buyer reported being forced to leave the dealership on foot when she could not pay for repairs for a mechanical issue she discovered on the way home from the dealership.\textsuperscript{179} In an extreme case, one middle-aged buyer was sold a vehicle that had to be repossessed because it had no VIN number, which made the car impossible to register and insure. A representative of the dealer rudely told the faultless man and his wife “they were screwed” in reference to the dealership’s own actions.\textsuperscript{180} Navajo buyers who were sold faulty vehicles also often complained of expensive repairs. The repairs on one woman’s newly purchased vehicle were so expensive the woman could not make payments and the vehicle was repossessed.\textsuperscript{181} Additionally, some buyers complained of conditions in auto contracts that repairs could only be done at the dealership, which was hundreds of miles from the buyers’ homes.\textsuperscript{182}

7. \textbf{Repossessions}

Like interest rates, repossessions are yet another way subprime auto lenders profit from Navajo car buyers. While the Navajo Nation Code limits vehicle repossession on the Navajo Nation,\textsuperscript{183} illegal repossessions are still common occurrences. Because of the Navajo Code restricting vehicle repossession, many repo men wait until a family leaves the Navajo Nation boundaries so that they can repossess the vehicle in a border town. An elder woman recounted a repo man who “literally pulled an old lady and man out of their truck” at a laundromat in Gallup.\textsuperscript{184} In another instance, Santander Consumer USA, Inc. hired a Tohono O’edham tribal member to repossess vehicles on the Navajo Nation. This repo woman came to a Navajo elder’s home even after the elder had entered into an agreement with Santander to make up her $200 debt. The repo woman took the vehicle after agreeing to return it in two days, but instead permanently repossessed it.\textsuperscript{185}

When their cars are repossessed, Navajo car buyers suffer great financial loss and hardship. One elderly couple pulled from their vehicle was only one month behind on their payments and had made payments on the car for years.\textsuperscript{186} The car taken by the repo woman had five years of payments, with only a few months remaining to pay it off.\textsuperscript{187} In circumstances like these,
lenders profit tremendously because they can resell the car for full value and keep all of the payments the original car buyer made. The Navajo car-buying population represents just a small fraction of the profits lenders and investors make from subprime auto loans. But the deceptive and aggressive sales tactics used on Navajo car buyers in border towns bring concentrated profits to border town auto dealers and their subprime lending partners.

**C. Contracts of Navajo car buyers**

Below are two sample car sales contracts from recent Navajo car buyers. They are not representative of all Navajo car buyers’ contracts, but are not atypical. These contracts illustrate how border town auto dealers use various combinations of the aggressive and illegal sales tactics mentioned above to sell high interest contracts and loans and to maximize profits.

**1. Mary’s Ford Fiesta**

Mary, a 70-year-old Navajo woman, purchased a new 2014 Ford Fiesta at a border town’s only dealership. A 2014 Ford Fiesta’s sales price with the same amenities should have been around $14,880. However, on Mary’s contract, the car price was $21,972.28. This was a 48 percent dealer markup.

The dealership also added several deceptive and/or illegal add-ons to the price of the car. First, the dealership charged her $3,000 for a manufacturer warranty that could have been negotiated down to a much lower price. Second, the dealership charged Mary with a $389.99 “Dealer Documentary Fee.” Third, the dealer charged Mary $282.56 for “Payments...to Public Officials for Official Fees.” Fourth, the dealer charged Mary $900 for unneeded GAP protection. With tax, this totals $4571.56 in unnecessary add-ons that contributed to a higher interest profit for both the dealer and the lender.

On top of the add-ons, the lender charged Mary an 18.1 percent APR interest rate. In fact, the $16,595 total in interest charged on her new car exceeded the Fiesta’s value. Although Mary’s actual income was $900 a month, the lender forged her finance application and reported Mary’s monthly income at $5,711. Mary did not have a chance to review the finance application and the lender did not request her to provide any of her own financial information. However, this forgery did not seem to reduce her interest rate, and she still ended up with an 18.10 percent APR interest rate and a loan term of 6 years (72 months) with monthly payments of $580.55. Payments at this rate were unsustainable and left Mary with only about $320 dollars to cover all of her other monthly expenses.

**2. Susie’s Dodge Challenger**

Susie, a 54-year old Navajo woman, purchased a used 2013 Dodge Challenger. The sticker price was $24,577.50, which was reasonable. However,
Susie was charged $2,300 for a vehicle service contract, $389 for a “Dealer Documentary Fee,” $22.50 for payments made to “Public Officials for Official Fees,” and $900 for GAP insurance. This totaled $3,611.50 in unnecessary but negotiable add-ons. Altogether, the sticker price with the add-ons, minus $200 trade-in value and a $400 down payment, totaled $27,589. While most of the contract value seems accurate, despite the overpriced service contract and unnecessary GAP insurance, Susie was charged a 22.42 percent interest rate. The result was a $706.55 monthly payment, and a total in interest of $23,282.60, an amount almost equal to the worth of her car. This interest plus the principal price made Susie’s final obligation $51,471.60. The price is unreasonable considering Susie’s income was $360 a month in General Assistance benefits. Despite that, the dealership forged Susie’s finance application and stated her monthly income was $5,408. Her finance application also stated falsely that she had been retired for twenty-five years.

D. Impact on Navajo individuals, families, communities, and the Navajo Nation

The “predatory lending practices [in] Corporate America” have a greater effect on communities of color, working class, and under-educated populations. Minority groups—especially African-Americans and Latinos—suffered higher losses in the subprime mortgage crisis, even where their credit scores were comparable to their white counterparts. Similar disparities appear in credit card lending, payday, title, tax refund anticipation, and rent-to-own consumer loans—and these institutions are typically “concentrated in minority neighborhoods.”

As in other areas of consumer law, auto dealers and subprime auto lenders specifically target people of color, women, and the poor. These communities bear the negative effects of subprime auto loans unduly. A study by Ian Ayers and Peter Seigelman found that women and African-American test buyers were quoted higher car prices by dealers than male and white test buyers, even when the test buyers stated they had their own financing. Ayers and Seigelman postulated that this differentiated race and gender treatment was based on “statistical discrimination.” The researchers found that prejudicial inferences were not based on “psychological distaste for associating with blacks and women” but on the additional costs dealers assumed minority and women buyers would have interest in or ability to pay. Auto dealers’ racial and gender discriminatory practices appear to carry over into auto lenders’ practices. In 2014, Santander Holding Consumer USA Inc., a large nationwide subprime auto lender, was found by the Consumer Protection Bureau to have “systematically discriminated against 235,000 Black, Hispanic, and Asian-Pacific Islander borrowers” in the prior three years.
Like other minority communities across the U.S., unfair consumer laws affect Indian Country communities disproportionately. Payday lenders and other consumer loan companies are concentrated within tribal lands and surrounding border towns. The Seattle Times recently uncovered an elaborate, predatory scheme by national mobile home manufacturer Clayton Homes. In its predatory lending scheme, Clayton Homes falsely represented itself as the only mobile home lender for Navajo Nation residents to steer Navajo Nation residents into its costly subprime mobile home loans and away from low interest federal and tribal lending programs. Predatory lending practices have unusually harsh consequences on Native American individuals, families, and communities because of intergenerational poverty, barriers to building credit, and racism towards Native Americans. Subprime loans amount to “exploitation of the poor, the desperate, and /or unsophisticated”—communities most in need of protection.

The deceitful, and sometimes illegal, sales tactics of border town auto dealers have injurious financial and emotional effects on Navajo car buyers. Subprime loans provide Navajo car buyers “with the opportunity to purchase” a needed car “but they also burden the consumer with excessive charges and fees when a consumer defaults on the payment.” Many Navajo car buyers complain that they could not afford monthly car payments. Further, Navajo car buyers complain of long loan terms. As one elder woman put it, “by the time the loan is paid off, the vehicle no longer works.” Border town dealers “will always look for ways to finance a vehicle even if it means the lender will eventually be stuck with the risks of making a loan to a consumer who does not have the capital or collateral to even buy a vehicle in the first place.” And “a persistent pattern of predatory sales practices,” including “financing arrangements that harm and hurt the consumer,” are widespread among Navajo Nation car buyers.

The heightened need for cars and economic circumstances among Navajo car buyers combined with the extreme sales tactics employed by border town auto dealers make subprime lending more frequent and more profitable—a bigger problem on the Navajo Nation compared to the rest of the United States. As Navajo Nation residents’ incomes are generally low, Navajo Nation home value does not equate to homes on fee land. Many families are already in cycles of debt and it is difficult for Navajo Nation car buyers to build credit. Thus, Navajo car buyers frequently must resort to purchasing subprime auto loans. Accordingly, border town auto dealers commonly use subprime lending companies to secure high interest, long-term loans for Navajo car buyers. This means that Navajo car buyers are more strongly targeted for and impacted by subprime loans and their salespeople, dealers, lenders, and investors are profiting from Navajo car buyers at much higher
rates than they would be selling to car buyers in other demographic groups.

The bad car deals and subprime auto lending described herein is harmful to Navajo individuals and families. Many car buyers feel remorse, embarrassment, and shame that they were “scammed or cheated” into a car purchase. Some also experience sickness from the stress of unfair auto deals and subprime loans. The debt accrued from these high principal, high interest loans is financially devastating to Navajo families. Many buyers describe auto bills exceeding or nearly exceeding their monthly income, which makes it harder to meet daily survival needs. APRs, loan terms, monthly bills, and total car buying costs near or above the families’ incomes demonstrate why low income Navajo families disproportionately suffer from the effects of unfair car deals and subprime auto loans.

Within the impacted Navajo families, elders and families with young college students are especially vulnerable. Many Navajo elders are targeted by auto salespeople because they are English illiterate and unable to understand the words written into the contracts and, sometimes, even the spoken words in contract negotiations. Navajo elders are more likely to be victims of predatory sales because they live on fixed incomes, have “nebulous understandings of money management” and do not speak or understand English. Border town auto dealers also target elders because of their cultural belief that a person’s verbal promise is of the highest importance.

The English and financial illiteracy among many Navajo elders and the high value many elders place on verbal promises benefit auto dealers in two ways: (1) many elders believe the salesperson’s oral promises and (2) auto dealers can change the terms of their promises on paper without elders noticing. In some instances some less than scrupulous immediate family members of Navajo elder car buyers use the vulnerabilities of their relative by getting him or her to purchase cars for the younger relative or cosign on the younger relative’s car loans.

Dealers also play into the familial closeness and sense of shared responsibility of many traditional Navajo families by pressuring car buyers’ relatives to trade in vehicles or take over old car loans so a contract can be made for a relative that day. Unfair border town auto deals and subprime loans to college students and their families also illustrate barriers to building intergenerational wealth and higher education among Navajo car buyers.

The cumulative effects of the individual and familial hardships created by unfair auto deals and subprime auto loans disproportionately threaten the welfare of larger Navajo communities and the Navajo Nation as a whole. Over half of Navajo car buyers surveyed reported unfair auto deals and high interest long term subprime car loans, including repossessions, yo-yo
sales, threats, and the loss of employment related to their car purchase. Meanwhile, Navajo Nation car buyers’ “serious purchasing power” feeds the border town auto dealers and state treasuries—but not the Navajo people or the Navajo Nation’s economy. The exacerbated circumstances of Navajo subprime auto loans threaten the Navajo Nation economy, and ultimately contribute to the deficits in national auto lending.

**III. Solutions to the unfair auto deal and subprime lending problem among Navajo car buyers**

While unfair auto deals and subprime lending have been a longstanding practice in Navajo Nation border towns, this problem is not without remedies. Because it is so pervasive, activists seeking a solution need to take a multifaceted approach. However, any solution that creates barriers to car sales and reduces the population that is eligible to purchase a car has the unintended side-effect of ensuring that many Navajo car buyers cannot purchase a car. As car ownership is essential for survival for Navajo people, not owning a working vehicle could be far more problematic than debt. Solutions to the unfair auto deal and subprime lending problem among Navajo car buyers need to account for this problem.

**A. Play “the game”: A (non)solution**

To survive the unfair car deals described above, some Navajo car buyers, have developed a resourceful (non)solution to the unfair auto deal and subprime lending. I characterize it as the “game” and is a synthesis of the Navajo car buyer data presented above. Instead of resisting these often unfair and high interest loans some Navajo car buyers have learned to play lenders at their own game.

First, a Navajo car buyer purchases a car from a dealer at a high interest rate, perhaps knowing that it will be an unfair deal. Even so, the buyer considers it the only available option because of a low income and credit score. The buyer leaves the dealership with the car and a very high monthly payment, knowing he or she will not be able to pay them. Meanwhile, the dealer and salespeople benefit immediately by cashing in on the car’s full sale price and any kickbacks as soon as they sell the buyer’s contract to the lender. Then the buyer and lender begin a game of chicken, to see who gives in first.

If the lender can force the buyer into making enough payments to cover the cost of the vehicle plus profit the lender wins. This happens relatively fast because the payments include the high interest. However, if the buyer stops paying, uses the car, and gets the car repossessed before the lender profits on the sale, the buyer wins. The buyer can then go out and get another car at a similarly high interest rate and repeat the process.
This approach requires the buyer to disregard the impact this game will have on his or her credit. I theorize some Navajo car buyers have accepted being in debt and will pay while they can to keep the car. They may go into car negotiations knowing that their interest rate will be astronomical but will have no other way to acquire a necessary vehicle. They may expect and face repossession, but the immediate life sustaining benefits of having a car outweigh the losses. In this circumstance, the buyer gains the use of a vehicle while the dealer loses out on the buyer’s payments for a long as possible. This allows those with low credit scores, perpetuated by poverty and debt, to use a car. This game is especially probable given that many border town dealers are willing to forge financial applications. Further, the Navajo Nation’s protective repossession provisions enable buyers who can no longer make payments to use the car for a longer period before repossession than a buyer living outside the Navajo Nation would typically have.

However, the risks and losses for a buyer who is successful at this “game” are devastating in the long term. The buyer’s losses in this situation are all of the stresses involved with unreasonably high monthly payments, including further credit destruction, vehicle repossession, bill collection calls, and continued barriers to acquiring a vehicle. The biggest problem with this approach is that it continues to trap car buyers in a debt cycle.

The savvy reader will ask “but what about the deficiency cost left for the buyer to pay after the repossession of the vehicle?” The answer to this question brings unfair border town auto dealers and subprime lending full circle by “churning” the car. If a car worth $15,000 is repossessed after the buyer made $10,000 in payments, the lending agency auctions the car to a dealer for $12,000. This would leave the original buyer with a $3,000 deficiency still owed. However, if the purchasing dealer can resell the car to another Navajo car buyer for $21,000, it would cover both the $3,000 deficiency and the $12,000 price paid for the car, plus make the dealer $6,000 in profit. With such high profits, the dealer can afford to pay the original buyer’s deficiency, leaving the original buyer open to a new unfair car deal. Thus, churning perpetuates unreasonable markups and cycles of debt for other Navajo car buyers.

Although dealers’, lenders’, and buyers’ maneuvers in this game are less than noble, the Navajo car buyer’s role is a creative use of personal agency. The experience of living with racism and poverty in almost every aspect of daily life, which includes exploitation in regular transactions, has led to resilience and ingenuity among Navajo car buyers that allow them to work the auto sales system to their short-term advantage. Playing the game does not result in turning the tables because whether Navajo car buyers “lose” or “win” the game, they remain in growing cycles of debt and stress. Thus the game is not financially, emotionally, or economically sustainable.
B. Prospective solutions

Education about the unfair sales tactics and buyer’s rights in car sales and lending could be presented through multiple methods. The public needs access to information about predatory lending schemes and aggressive sales tactics. This information needs to be provided in Navajo and English. Outreach efforts should include the radio, local newspapers, and word of mouth. In this outreach, potential car buyers need to be educated specifically with information that border town salesmen, dealers, and lenders are looking to make the highest profit and have no incentive to ensure the car buyer can afford the vehicle.\textsuperscript{240}

Further, Navajo people must be educated on the components of an auto contract and a buyer’s rights in contract negotiations.\textsuperscript{241} Again, any education materials need to be provided in Navajo and English. While brochures on this topic exist, they are often useless because many Navajo elders do not fully comprehend written English, especially if it contains difficult auto and financial jargon. Informational sessions conducted in the Navajo language could address these education issues. Such sessions could be presented at Navajo Nation fairs, schools, chapter houses, and senior centers. Another way to get this information out would be a series of video public service announcements with clear explanations in both English and Navajo shown via YouTube, local radio stations, and television.

Finally, formal financial literacy education in schools within the Navajo Nation and in border towns should be mandatory. This would be especially helpful to high school and community college students so that they will not be duped into an unfair auto deal or a subprime loan that would destroy their credit the first time they purchase a car. Ideally, those students would pass information on to their family members. Targeting the younger generation, who have yet to establish their credit history with financial literacy would allow the Navajo Nation to, hopefully, break the cycle of unfair auto deals and low credit.

Second, the Navajo Nation government should deny support to border town auto dealers that use unfair sales tactics and prey on Navajo buyers. The Navajo government should take steps to prevent future predatory practices. One way to deny Navajo Nation support is to prohibit bad border town auto dealers from advertising on Navajo Nation land, local television and radio, fairs, sporting events, and at tribal casinos.

To address predatory practices the Navajo Nation could also develop a code of ethics, applicable to border town auto dealers. The foundation for this ethical code could be the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (“UNDRIP”).\textsuperscript{242} The ethical code could require border
town salespeople and dealers to undergo mandatory training sessions with curriculum on unfair auto sales practices. The ethical code could also establish a public rating system, showing prospective Navajo car buyers which dealers engage in ethical transactions. A rating system would also incentivize dealers to compete for high ratings.

However, these two solutions would limit Navajo buyers’ access to dealers. To address the limited dealership options, and to empower the Navajo Nation to harness members’ purchasing power, the Navajo Nation could create car dealerships within its borders.\textsuperscript{243} Creating car dealerships would stimulate the Navajo Nation economy, be convenient for Navajo Nation residents, and create a way for the Navajo Nation legislature and courts to regulate auto sales to Navajo buyers. Further, the hundreds of millions of dollars in Navajo car buyers’ spending power could benefit Navajo people by increasing Navajo Nation infrastructure, educational quality, employment, and living conditions.

Third, to address the unfair deals and practices, the Navajo car buyers could pursue litigation. For example, the ACLU or other non-profits could sue for unfair practices.\textsuperscript{244} However, up to this point, very few state, federal and tribal judges have heard Navajo car buyers’ claims because auto dealers settle claims before their unscrupulous practices are made public.\textsuperscript{245}

Fourth, to address unfair car deals and subprime loans, increased state, tribal, or federal regulations on car dealers’ activities should be imposed. For example, interest rate caps in Arizona, New Mexico, and Utah would reduce the exorbitantly high APR rates and finance charges that Navajo car buyers are currently being charged. This alone would not result in any sweeping change and alone would also limit many Navajo car buyers’ abilities to finance a car; and is therefore an impractical solution.

Fifth, reducing interest rates would combat Navajo car buyers’ financial losses and debt cycles. One radical way to eliminate the high interest payments dealers and lenders charge is through the traditional lending circle.\textsuperscript{246} In lending circles, groups of people needing loans contribute to a common pool and periodically pay one person a loan. For low-income individuals who cannot make large purchases or investments in cash, lending circles are much easier than a savings account because they can contribute a small amount on a regular basis and then receive a large amount when needed. In the border town auto deal situation, a participant in a lending circle could pay the full cash price of a car without having to worry about interest. However, there could be a lot of distrust of informal lending circles and it could be difficult to implement among low-income borrowers.\textsuperscript{247}

Finally, Navajo buyers could join a credit union in an effort to decrease APRs.\textsuperscript{248} The first “credit unions were built around people who had ‘a com-
monality of needs,’ because ‘[p]eople working, or associating, or living together in compact communities knew each other and were usually aware of a colleague’s ability or disposition to repay a loan.’” Credit unions are different than banks because they do not loan their own revenue, instead they collect “savings funds from members’ accounts” and distribute “them in the form of interest-earning loans and other investments.” Thus, buyers with low credit benefit from the lower interest rates offered by credit unions. Navajo car buyers who want to take advantage of these low interest rates could establish membership with a credit union sometime before their purchase. In the ideal situation, the Navajo Nation could establish its own credit union tailored to Navajo Nation citizens’ needs.

**Conclusion**

Navajo people are suffering the consequences of high debt and pass these problems down to the next generation because cars are essential to Navajo survival. Meanwhile, through racist, deceptive, and exploitive practices, border town auto dealers and subprime lenders target and exploit a vulnerable minority group. These practices run counter to racial and social justice. Navajo car buyers, advocates, teachers, the Navajo Nation, border town car dealers and sales people, and border town communities must take steps to end the unfair auto deals and subprime lending occurring on and near the Navajo Nation.

Millions of dollars have been stripped from the Navajo economy. These unfair circumstances cause immense stress. While the (non)solution game allows some Navajo car buyers to use a vehicle, it is not sustainable. Replacing unfair border town auto deals, subprime auto loans, and the “game” with a comprehensive and thoughtful combination of the solutions could halt the exploitation occurring with border town auto sales and, instead, empower Navajo car buyers, families, and communities by making them financially stable.

**NOTES**


2. The term “Navajo Nation” is used throughout this article to refer to the land base of the Navajo tribe held in trust by the U.S. Government. In 1868, after the U.S. Government’s forced removal of the Navajo tribe from their homelands, the Treaty Between the United States of America and the Navajo Tribe of Indians permitted the Navajo tribe to return to their homelands as well as established a large portion of that area as the Navajo Reservation. See Treaty with the Navaho, U.S. –Navajo Nation, art. II, ratified July 25, 1868, 15 Stats. 667, available at http://digital.library.okstate.edu/kappler/vol2/treaties/nav1015.htm. Although this area is sometimes referred to as the Navajo Reservation, to emphasize
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Introduction

A quarter century after mass atrocity crimes raged throughout Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH), a sputtering International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) has belatedly convicted Radovan Karadžić—“the Butcher of Bosnia” and former President of the breakaway Republika Srpska. Sentenced to 40 years imprisonment, his crimes include some of the most vicious and blameworthy known to international criminal law:

1. Crimes against humanity, including extermination, persecution, and murder;
2. War crimes, including grave violations of international humanitarian law and;
3. Genocide, “the crime of crimes.”

The Balkan wars of those years roiled Europe and spawned the term “ethnic cleansing,” though the practice had had a long and sordid history. There were almost daily allegations of war crimes by and against the various national groups. Among the most serious were those against three principal Serb leaders, Slobodan Milošević, who was president of Serbia, Ratko Mladić, a Serb general, and Karadžić. Milošević died in custody before his trial was completed and Mladić’s case is pending. Karadžić was convicted of genocide for the slaughter of thousands of Bosniak Muslim men from adolescence to old age at Srebrenica. He was not convicted of genocide for events in several smaller municipalities which were of the same character, but on a smaller scale. We will focus here on the genocide acquittals and the danger of the precedent they set.

Deciding what is, and what is not, genocide raises prickly questions. On the one hand, if the definition is too narrow it can provide a degree of impunity for perpetrators of this most inhuman of atrocity crimes. On the
other, too broad a definition would threaten to trivialize the offense. The popular understanding of genocide provides the rough parameters of a definition but, in today’s world at least, the ultimate decision will be left, for better or worse, to judges. If international criminal courts are to have any credibility, the defense lawyers representing those accused of war crimes and crimes against humanity must be talented and thorough. Anything less than an aggressive defense that insures the rights of a defendant accused of particularly heinous crimes inevitably breeds distrust in the outcome. Lawyers worth their salt will look for every possible way to show their clients’ actions, even if murderous or otherwise criminal, did not amount to genocide. Because of this rigorous testing within the crucible of a vigorously contested trial, the definition of “genocide” must be sufficiently precise to yield convictions where the conduct in question is both reasonably provable and sufficiently heinous.

While the lay public may think Justice Potter Stewart’s definition of pornography (“. . . perhaps I could never succeed in intelligibly [defining hard-core pornography]. But I know it when I see it . . .”), would suffice, that is not adequate for defining any crime, let alone one so serious as genocide. It is, therefore, important to review decisions that do so—to applaud their insights and to criticize their shortcomings—in an ongoing effort to find the correct balance between impunity and over-inclusion.

An appropriate source to start this inquiry is Raphael Lemkin, who coined the term in 1943. The next year, he published *Axis Rule in Occupied Europe.* In that book, reference was made to “genocide” for the first time in print. He expounded on the need for the term and its implications in a magazine article two years later. It is worth considering Lemkin’s argument as to why the term was needed and what it meant, for guidance as to what it means—and should mean.

Lemkin finds that “mass murder” is inadequate because “it does not connote the motivation of the crime, especially when the motivation is based upon racial, national or religious considerations.” On the other hand, he argues that using terms suggesting national dominance by a stronger nation over a weaker one (e.g. “Germanization” back then, “ethnic cleansing” in the Balkans) is “inadequate, since it does not connote biological destruction.” This has been codified in the Convention Against Genocide. The key provision in Article II is that there be specific “intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such.” Such intent must be manifested by killing or causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group, imposing conditions of life calculated to result in destruction of the group, in whole or in part, imposing measures to prevent births within the group or transferring children to another group.
Notably, Lemkin believed that genocide should include cultural, as well as physical, destruction. A nation or ethnicity can be destroyed if any evidence of its peculiar cultural identity—religion, cuisine, music, art, etc.—is wiped out. Despite his best efforts, however, cultural genocide has not been included in the definition, even though an individual’s entitlement and, by extension, a society’s, to their particular culture are recognized as human rights. Nevertheless, this concept was not included in the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, which defined it as committing

any of the following acts . . . with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such:

(a) Killing members of the group;
(b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group;
(c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part;
(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group;
(e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group.”

In particular, “in whole or in part” is unsettled in its application and is inherently ambiguous. In general, the language has been interpreted to mean in whole or in substantial part. Even with that modification, vagaries potentially remain. Must the intent be to eliminate the group universally, or can it be limited to a particular location? If so, could that location be as small as a neighborhood or must it be something larger? If larger, does it have to be the size of a country or can it be something smaller? One can say that answers to these questions should be based on what is reasonable, but some precision is necessary. At the same time, too much precision has its own problems.

Consider this analogy. The Supreme Court has long held that government officials who are sued are entitled to “qualified immunity” from suit unless they have violated a plaintiff’s clearly established constitutional right. A right is clearly established if prior court rulings have determined it to be so. The Eleventh Circuit held that to mean that a prior case with almost identical facts must have so held. In Hope v. Pelzer, Alabama prison officials were sued for handcuffing inmates who refused to work while chained to hitching posts for extended periods. Because there was no such conduct previously litigated, the Eleventh Circuit found the officials immune. The Supreme Court reversed, holding that all that was required was that prior case law give an official “fair warning” that the alleged conduct is unconstitutional. Defining genocide presents a similar quandary. Too much precision can protect egregious behavior. Too little leaves the matter to an individual trier of fact to decide.
There must be some degree of subjectivity involved in the decision, but such subjectivity must be within prescribed boundaries. Otherwise, one could reasonably argue that, for example, Dylann Roof’s infamous murder of nine African-American churchgoers in Charleston, South Carolina\textsuperscript{25} was genocide because it was done with the intent of starting a race war, even though there was no reasonable likelihood it would accomplish that end. Numbers also matter. For example, the deaths of a few members of a small ethnic group could constitute genocide when the same number of deaths of a large national group would not. These are difficult questions that must be discussed, litigated, and resolved over time.

With respect to the Karadžić decision, we are concerned with the subtle interplay between the elements of actus reus and the mens rea. While they remain analytically distinct, by creating an overly stringent mens rea requirement the Karadžić Court not only created a specific intent burden of proof that is too high, but also—at least arguably—on that had the effect of too tightly circumscribing the notion that genocide can focus on a substantial part of a protected group. Given that the municipalities in question had far fewer victims than was the case at Srebrenica, there is a danger that the finding of no genocide there could be interpreted to also limit the “in substantial part” requirement of the actus reus to larger groups such as that found at Srebrenica. Members of Republika Srpska army killed at least 7,000 Muslim men there in 1994.\textsuperscript{26}

While the Convention’s definition of genocide is not exactly that advocated by Lemkin, his initial definition provides a useful context for analyzing any particular court ruling. It can also help courts develop an effective approach for genocide prosecutions. Furthermore, the Karadžić case provides a good example of why this analysis is necessary. Even though he was acquitted of genocide in some particular instances, given his age, the 40-year sentence effectively meant life. There is no strong incentive, under the circumstances, for the prosecution aggressively contest the the acquittals. Even if it chose to do so, it would necessarily work harder at defending the outcome and upholding the convictions Karadžić is appealing.

Courts confront the tension between addressing the specific case before them and its more generalized and universal precedential value. It is, therefore, incumbent upon others, able to consider the more general implications of a decision that may not be subjected to great scrutiny in the appellate process, to comment upon the more general effects of the particular decision.

We are in an early phase of development of international criminal law, which as yet has a relatively small body of precedent. Its evolution began with the Nuremberg and Tokyo tribunals, and little was added until the ICTY was
established in 1993. The International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda was established in 1995 and was the first such tribunal to deliver verdicts against those accused of genocide. The International Criminal Court began its work in 2002 and has been stunted by the refusal of the United States to subject itself to its jurisdiction. Similarly, the extraordinary chambers of the courts of Cambodia, and the various hybrid international courts, are of recent vintage.

Because of the dearth of precedent, the significance of any one decision by an international criminal court today is amplified, as errors made now can, if not corrected, become the law for generations. Similarly, if courts now get things right and correct mistakes quickly, the cause of international justice—an absolute prerequisite to, though by no means a guarantor of, international peace—will be served to a far greater degree than errors in individual cases fifty years hence. Now is the time that precedent, for good or ill, will be established. Getting it right now will enhance immeasurably humanity’s prospects for the future.

With the end of the cold war, the ICTY became the first international criminal tribunal since World War II. The Karadžić conviction constitutes one of the last, and because of his power, rank and influence, most important, decisions handed down by the court. Karadžić played a role in nearly every aspect of the war and was involved in hundreds of atrocities. This then provides a fitting opportunity to review some of the ICTY’s successes and failures.

International criminal law has progressed since the Nuremberg trials; mass atrocities are, at least occasionally and sporadically, punished. The scope for impunity is narrowing. However, these achievements have not evolved as far as human rights advocates might have wished. The failures of international cosmopolitanism are not limited to the obvious failures with respect to more powerful nations such as the impunity with which the Bush administration prosecuted an illegal war while creating a torture culture. However, those have been well-addressed elsewhere and need not detain us here. One hopes that the perspective, “that human rights shall be regarded as more sacred than property interests” will come to apply equally to all international legal regimes. That evolution remains a distant hope.

Karadžić and the genocide concept

There have been many criticisms of the Genocide Convention for leaving massive gaps in coverage. These lacunae have only partially been filled in by the expansion of international customary law. The most important of these gaps—mass killings in peacetime of groups not protected by the Convention—has been partially addressed. The crime against humanity of extermination, under international customary law, now covers mass
killings of all kinds committed in peacetime as well as in war. Before that evolution in the law, no matter how many were killed during peacetime (or internal conflict not meeting the definition of an “international conflict”) the atrocity was not criminal under international law unless it fit the narrow definition of genocide. Other major gaps in the law of genocide include the exclusion from coverage of political groups which is only partially addressed by the expansion of crimes against humanity under customary law and the elimination of cultural genocide.

No court, much less one as new and untested as the ICTY, can cure all legislative drafting defects. However, courts can and do shape the direction of the law, for good or ill, through construction and interpretation. In that regard, the ICTY had an avenue for advancing the law in one important way by determining how widespread the killing and destruction must be before condemning it as “genocide.” Unfortunately, the court stopped halfway in the progressive advancement of genocide jurisprudence.

The words “as such” in the definition of genocide were intended to focus on the destruction of a protected group rather than that of the individual. The Convention focuses on the group’s destruction “as such,” that is, as a defined group and not simply as a collection of individuals. The massacre of individuals, (or other acts such as torture, infliction of conditions of life, prevention of births, etc.), no matter how heinous, does not become genocide unless those acts are also accompanied by the specific intent to destroy in whole or in part one of the protected groups viz. “national, ethnical, racial or religious.” The requirement that genocidal intent include the intentional destruction of a protected group “in whole or part” leaves to future interpretation just what constitutes a “part.” Courts have thus added the modifier “substantial” which helps only slightly. What then is the destruction of a protected group in “substantial part” and where is the threshold? The search for answers has generated considerable scholarly debate.

The ICTY had previously held that there was no minimum threshold for the number of victims killed. Indeed, one killing if done with the requisite intent and with at least some plausible means of destroying a protected group in whole or in part should, at least in theory, suffice. That ruling does not help because the death of only one person can qualify as genocide if, and only if, at least one genocidaire intended (with plausible capability) to destroy a substantial part of a protected group. The ICTY advanced our notion of “substantial part” with the Krstic case, which held that 7–8 thousand males killed at Srebrenica from a population of 40,000 when combined with “ethnic cleansings” and other indicia of genocidal intent, was correctly understood to qualify as genocide. In so holding, the court clarified that,
The number of individuals targeted should be evaluated not only in absolute terms, but also in relation to the overall size of the entire group. . . . If a specific part of the group is emblematic of the overall group, or is essential to its survival, that may support a finding that the part qualifies as substantial within the meaning of Article 4.42

And,

The historical examples of genocide also suggest that the area of the perpetrators’ activity and control, as well as the possible extent of their reach, should be considered. . . . The intent to destroy formed by a perpetrator will always be limited by the opportunity presented to him.43

Thus, we learn that the genocide need not involve all of a protected group, that the reach of the genocidaire is crucial, that even smaller numbers may qualify if the protected group is yet smaller than that of those killed and raped in Srebrenica. The Court thus implicitly rejected those scholars who would have required that the courts employ a quantitative or numeric criterion limiting genocide to the intent to destroy on an industrial scale.44 There is an important difference between the numeric test and the percentage test. Both can be seen as valid ways of determining whether a protected group has been destroyed in substantial part. But, as David Nersessian points out, “the intent to kill three members of a tiny aboriginal tribe of a dozen people (25 percent) probably is sufficient under the percentage test.”45

If this is the correct reading of the Krstic case, the implied use of a percentage test was a salutary, if modest, advance in our understanding. For example, it could well mean that the destruction of a small but distinct indigenous nation within, say, the Amazon rain forest would constitute genocide. ISIL’s destruction of the Yazidi has been called a potential genocide and that characterization was almost surely influenced by the ICTY’s understanding of Srebrenica.46

The International Court of Justice has also held the Srebrenica massacre to constitute genocide.47 Tying Karadžić to Srebrenica then, while not easy, was merely a matter of proof, presenting few new doctrinal problems. The more problematic issue in indicting Karadžić revolved around his complicity in the atrocities in the other smaller municipalities. Could they constitute genocide or were they limited to crimes against humanity and crimes under international humanitarian law? While the crime against humanity of extermination may be in law an equally serious offence, at least in lay eyes it seems less so.48 We conclude that the ICTY, despite whatever were its other virtues, muffed the opportunity to expand the scope of genocide to make the law more congruent with the common lay understanding.

The Trial Chamber in 2012 confirmed ten or eleven counts including the Srebrenica genocide but dropped the genocide count for the seven other
municipalities. The ICTY, however, had upheld similar genocide charges arising out of the seven municipalities in the Milošović case before he died, but of course this was not a final judgment. Reversing on appeal, the Appeals Chamber found two errors in the Trial Chamber’s reasoning:

1. It failed to take evidence of the actus reus “at its highest;” and
2. With respect to specific intent to destroy a protected group in whole or in part, it also failed to recognize the evidence must be taken “at its highest” on a “98bis” motion (essentially, in common law terms, a motion to dismiss).

This last failing seems particularly egregious in light of the evidence that, in meetings with Karadžić, “it had been decided that one third of Muslims would be killed, one third would be converted to the Orthodox religion and a third will leave on their own’ and thus all Muslims would disappear from Bosnia.”

To most people, that feels like an expression of genocidal intent. The issue’s importance relates to the scope of how the genocide convention should be construed which, “pits restrictivists, who seek to tightly tether any application of the crime to the text of the Genocide Convention, against expansionists, who advocate for a broader understanding of the crime of genocide.”

The Trial Chamber tried Karadžić for genocide arising out of both the Srebrenica massacre and the seven additional municipalities. It found him guilty of the crime against humanity of extermination, which has as an element the intent to persecute or discriminate. And, it found he committed the actus reus for genocide in “killing members of the group” and in “causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group.” But, it balked at finding genocidal intent beyond a reasonable doubt as to either of these genocidal acts. Moreover, it failed to find that Karadžić and his co-perpetrators subjected his Muslim victims to conditions of life calculated to bring about the physical destruction of the Bosnian Muslims or Bosnian Croats in these municipalities. Thus, although he and his co-perpetrators, committed acts of genocide, and discriminatorily exterminated otherwise protected classes (Muslims and Croats), he was found not guilty of genocide.

Throughout this nearly 3000-page opinion, the court continually emphasized statements by the accused and his co-perpetrators indicating their motive was to remove Muslims from the areas desired by the Serbs. There are two problems with this. First, it seems to conflate motive (the reason for doing something) with intent (the conscious decision to do something). Given Srebrenica and the above statement, it appears that the intent was to destroy the Muslims in substantial part and that the motive for doing so was to ethni-
cally cleanse the area for Serb habitation and domination. Moreover, while the intent to persecute as part of the crime of extermination is different from the intent to destroy a protected group in whole or in part—that difference seems to evaporate here where the persecutory impulse to exterminate was identical to the intent to destroy the group in substantial (one-third) part. Put another way, his intent was to discriminate against Muslims by exterminating them. To distinguish that from the intent to destroy the Muslims or Croats in whole or in part as a protected group seems to be a distinction so fine that it borders on the metaphysical.

Why does this matter? The court after all did find that the actus reus of genocide occurred in the municipalities thus setting the precedent for applying the concept to smaller scale genocides where the genocidal intent is clear. However, in the court’s eyes this was not genocide. For most people, these distinctions will not matter. The lay public will see the bottom line as “not genocide.” At most, the better informed of the public will perhaps wonder at the Alice-in-Wonderland “legal” reasoning that makes such massacres “not genocide.” But by confusing motive with intent, the decision may well make proof of genocidal intent much harder than it need be. Specific intent, whether in a run-of-the-mine murder case or in genocide litigation, is difficult enough to prove—as well it should be—without adding such confusion.

More importantly, the court here has set a bar to finding genocidal intent so high that it may be impossible to meet. Finally, the lay understanding of genocide is important—at least at the level of prevention. As David Luban plainly demonstrated, when the concept of genocide is unduly restricted it gives political actors, including the United States, the political cover to fail to do anything constructive in stopping genocides and proto genocides or, we might add, it gives such actors license to engage in their own genocidal acts without consequence. The court had the opportunity to bring genocide law a little closer to the lay concept—and the concept that the words of the convention clearly signify—and it failed. That failure has consequences far beyond the particulars of this case. If punishment of genocide is to rise to the hopes given it by the world after the disasters of World War II, it needs to be broadly enough construed to push modern nation states into the position of feeling lay, as well as juridical and diplomatic, pressure to conform their actions to the common understanding. While the ICTY could not rewrite the Genocide Convention it could have interpreted the Convention to cover the smaller and less visible groups in the seven municipalities in BiH. That, in turn, would have made it harder to deny genocide in the early stages or in some of the smaller but no less nasty cases. It would have made it harder to ignore and would have put pressure on all of us to do something more than wring our hands at the next would be genocidaire.
We conclude where we began. International criminal law is far more developed, mostly for the better, by the jurisprudence of the ICTY. However, in conflating motive with the specific intent to destroy a protected group in whole or in part, the Karadžić case sets a precedent that makes it harder than necessary to prove the mens rea element of genocide. The Trial Chamber’s confusion in this regard is regrettable not only with respect to appropriately punishing genocidaires, but it will also make it easier for nations to evade their responsibility to intervene to stop genocide.

The efforts of the court and the detailed opinion are to be applauded precisely because they provide critics the tools with which to analyze and develop the law of genocide at this crucial time. It would be remarkable if every finding and every conclusion in the court’s voluminous (or, perhaps more precisely, multi-voluminous) opinion were beyond reproach. It is an indication of the seriousness with which the court approached its task that it made such detailed findings. Our criticism here reflects our belief that we must take the opinion as seriously as did the court by finding things with which to disagree. The law of genocide, as we noted initially, is in the early stages of its development. Even small mistakes, if not corrected, can have implications for decades. Better to get it right now. We trust our contribution will be one of many to come, before the law is set in stone.

_______________________________
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Donald J. Trump, having somehow become president of the United States, nominated Judge Neil M. Gorsuch of the United States Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit to replace Associate Justice Antonin Gregory Scalia on the Supreme Court. The Senate recently confirmed him and he now sits on the highest court in the land. Gorsuch’s primary qualification, based on news reports and Trump’s public comments, seems to have been the likelihood that he will promote and continue Scalia’s legacy on the Court.¹ He has written and spoken admiringly of, nearly deifying, virtually all things Scalia—his scholarship, his methodology, his “roar that could echo for miles.”² Shortly after Scalia’s sudden death in early 2016, Gorsuch delivered what amounted to a eulogy of Scalia and his approach to deciding cases at the Case Western Reserve University School of Law. There, Gorsuch confessed that he was breathless and teary-eyed³ at the news of Scalia’s passing and made it clear he believed the late justice had been a judicial model to be followed. Word of this emotional episode was quickly circulated among right-wing legal activists as assurance that Gorsuch shared their admiration for the reactionary justice and could therefore be relied on to continue his legacy on the bench.⁴

This legacy needs a closer examination.

**Scalia’s originalism: Equal parts conceit and deceit**

Almost immediately after the announcement of his death, both the “left” and the right were quick to offer paeans to Scalia. He was, we were told, “a conservative icon”⁵ with an “outsized legacy”⁶—a man who “changed the Court more than the Court changed him.”⁷ Scalia was almost universally described as a legal colossus who forever altered the course of American jurisprudence. George Mason University’s Law School now bears his name.
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So does a new lectureship series at the Harvard Law School, where its inaugural speaker, moderate-liberal Associate Justice Elena Kagan, lauded his virtues.  

Popular and scholarly assessments of Scalia’s thirty-year tenure on the Court—where he pioneered the interpretive methodologies known as originalism and textualism to discern the “original meaning” (hereinafter “originalism”) of the Constitution, now so tightly held to the bosom of the right-wing—have almost universally insisted that his work will have a lasting impact. We trust otherwise. Originalism is hopelessly flawed and amounts to a counterfeit methodology—with insidious and malicious consequences. It should be exposed and resisted.

The animating principle of originalism is that the scope of the Constitution is limited to the meaning of its text at the time of its ratification. In Scalia’s hands, it does not even seek to divine the intent of the Framers as a way of understanding the text but narrowly focuses on the ordinary understanding of the meaning of the words themselves at the time of enactment. Originalists tout this textual enterprise as its primary virtue because, they say, its application requires judicial restraint and a healthy respect for the constitutional doctrine of the separation of powers. They claim that this method ensures that a judge’s personal policy preferences play no part in the outcome of the cases he or she presides over. An originalist judge is prevented by his or her own methodology from retrofitting the Constitution’s text to suit contemporary political trends and social mores. To Scalia, the Constitution is “dead, dead, dead.” It is not a document amenable to adaptation in light of cultural shifts, technological advancement, or pressing human needs. It is not meant to be a vehicle through which a court can solve social problems. Instead, every act of interpretation is a journey into the increasingly distant past when many of the issues before the court—freedom of expression on social media, warrantless electronic surveillance, etc.—could never have been imagined.

Originalism is an intellectual edifice based on conceit and deceit. Its conceit is that the original meaning of an ancient legal text can actually be ascertained. Establishing the original meaning of a constitutional provision—like arriving at the objectively correct understanding of the Sermon on the Mount—poses an ultimately impossible epistemological task. The mere fact that the Constitution is a written document belies an immutable meaning. The essence of constitutionalism—like scripture and Shakespeare—necessitates evolution and reinterpretation through the lens of the interpreter. Seeking to apply the Fourth Amendment, as it was understood upon ratification in 1791 (assuming for the sake of argument that there was just one way of understanding it), to cases involving government drone
surveillance of political protesters or police hacking into a Facebook account, is a fool’s errand. An attempt to find a rough understanding of the original meaning of the Constitution may be a fair starting point, but it should never serve as a finish line. The race would never end.

Its great deceit, which perhaps also involves some degree of self-deceit, is that judges are able to both recognize and set aside their personal political commitments and experiences while attempting to answer novel constitutional questions, especially when those questions lack any judicial precedent. Because originalism is unworkable, its practitioners account for its shortcomings by doing exactly what they have always—usually very publicly—flattered themselves that they never do: they infuse political preferences into their judicial opinions. Scalia was a master at this.

The inherent dishonesty of originalism has long been lamented and resisted among progressive legal activists and scholars. Erwin Chemerinsky, for instance, exposed the faults and the cognitive dissonance of Scalia’s jurisprudence with devastating clarity and thoroughness years ago. Likewise, constitutional scholars Sanford Levinson, Jack M. Balkin, and David A. Strauss have criticized the methodology with force. Even so, the impact of these criticisms has been largely muted by the right-wing legal and political establishment’s successful mobilization in response to the liberal reforms of the Warren Court and, in particular, *Roe v. Wade* in 1973.

Any pretense of apolitical purity in Scalia’s approach was exploded when he joined the majority opinions in *Texas v. Johnson* and *Bush v. Gore*. In *Johnson*, the Court held that burning a United States flag in protest is a form of speech protected by the First Amendment. Seventh Circuit Judge Richard Posner—like Scalia, a conservative Reagan appointee—points out that the majority opinion in *Johnson* was a strange argument for an originalist, as it is hard to conclude that the meaning of “speech” in 1789 included the kind of “symbolic speech” the Supreme Court endorsed therein. And, in *Gore*, the majority *per curiam* opinion found that an order to recount ballots in certain counties, but not the entire state, deprived voters whose ballots were not recounted of their right to equal protection of the law. The holding was so far-fetched, not to mention unmoored from originalism, that the Court specifically said it could not be used as precedent for any future case. Scalia’s response to critics of his vote in this 5–4 case that decided a presidential election was “get over it.”

Our expectation is that once the hopeless flaws and political ideology behind originalism are more universally understood, it will lose the cachet it currently enjoys.
A reactionary through and through

Scalia was a right-wing ideologue. His judicial opinions, unsurprisingly, connected perfectly with his reactionary worldview. His originalist pretenses hardly covered up the true animating force behind his rulings. But even liberals were wont to pay lip service to his “restraint,” particularly when he broke from the Court’s conservative bloc. In particular, he was praised for his perceived civil libertarian bent on criminal procedure issues. This praise is undeserved. It is rooted in a misunderstanding of Scalia’s underlying political commitments and long-term jurisprudential goals. Even when Scalia argued in favor of the rights of the criminally accused, a close reading of his opinions shows he has done so in ways which so constrain constitutional rights as to apply to a small and diminishing class of cases, but which would place far more in jeopardy. Because this aspect of Scalia’s jurisprudence is not well understood, we will discuss it at more length than the few examples would otherwise merit.

Scalia was a proponent of nearly unbridled executive and police power, especially when that power was used to control and discipline the poor, racial minorities, LGBTQ persons, and immigrants. Perhaps most stark was his assertion in *Herrera v. Collins* that “[t]here is no basis in text, tradition, or even in contemporary practice (if that were enough), for finding in the Constitution a right to demand judicial consideration of newly discovered evidence of innocence brought forward after conviction.” To hammer home his contention, he suggests: if, as the dissent argued, it shocks the conscience to find that the Constitution would allow such a result if a person were innocent, as the dissent argued, then it is the conscience of the dissenters that should be recalibrated.

Although there were a few instances where Scalia could make one scratch one’s head, as with his Confrontation Clause opinions, he was usually merciless in his willingness to allow the state to minimize the rights of the accused and heap cruelty upon the convicted. Scalia’s criminal law and procedure jurisprudence, as with his career on the Court generally, was largely an effort to roll back the milestone progressive victories of the Warren Court. There was hardly a brick in the edifice of the Warren Court Criminal Procedure Revolution that he did not seek to grind into dust.

Beyond the context of the Confrontation Clause, Scalia’s reputation as a rebel conservative defender of the accused is based primarily on his opinions in Fourth Amendment cases involving law enforcement searches. However, a closer reading of these cases shows that Scalia’s objective for the Fourth Amendment, while benefitting certain criminal defendants in the short term, is consistent with his general effort to eviscerate the liberties conferred by
the Warren Court. Here, the particular Warren Court case under attack is *Katz v. U.S.*, decided in 1967.25

In *Katz*, the Court held that warrantless bugging of a public telephone booth, where the defendant had no protected property interests, violated the Fourth Amendment because it intruded on the defendant’s “reasonable expectation of privacy.”26 In announcing this rule, the Court radically broadened the scope of what constituted a “search” under the Fourth Amendment.27 It rendered obsolete the “physical trespass doctrine” established by *Olmstead v. United States*28—a notorious case that, even when it was decided in 1928, was so out-of-touch and offensive to privacy rights that it inspired Justice Brandeis to write perhaps the most famous and eloquent dissent in the history of this area of the law.29 *Katz* stands for the proposition that governmental intrusion on an individual’s reasonable expectation of privacy constitutes a “search” for which a warrant is required and that only that which an individual “knowingly exposes to the public” is excluded from constitutional protection.30 Although this test contains serious problems of its own that may eventually require reconsideration,31 *Katz* was a necessary innovation that allowed the Court to resist increasingly ubiquitous government surveillance.32

Scalia always had contempt for *Katz*.33 He viewed the Court’s reimagining of a more expansive right to privacy in *Katz* as a mistake and, while he subsequently voted to uphold *Katz* under the principle of *stare decisis*,34 he sought to diminish its use and impact by resurrecting *Olmstead’s* physical trespass doctrine. His major opinions interpreting what constitutes a search under the Fourth Amendment were, in varying degrees, parts of this effort.

In his 2001 opinion for the Court in *Kyllo v. United States*, Scalia concluded that the Fourth Amendment protected homes from warrantless surveillance by government agents using supersensory equipment not available to the general public.35 In *Kyllo*, government agents stationed themselves in a van outside the home of a suspected drug dealer and used a thermal imaging sensor to determine if the temperature inside the home was hot enough to suggest he was using grow lamps to cultivate marijuana. While criticizing *Katz*, Scalia, perhaps in order to maintain a majority, nonetheless recognized its precedential authority and used it as the basis for the Court’s ultimate holding.36 However, it is plain that in this case Scalia sided with the defendant because the intrusion—albeit technological, not physical—was into his home, a place in which the defendant had a property interest that is explicitly protected in the Fourth Amendment.37

Scalia later wrote for the Court in *U.S. v. Jones*, a case in which the government surreptitiously and exceeding the scope of its warrant, maintained a GPS monitoring system on the defendant’s car to track the vehicle’s
whereabouts.\textsuperscript{38} Holding that such conduct violated the Fourth Amendment, Scalia based the Court’s reasoning in the physical trespass doctrine.\textsuperscript{39} More recently, in \textit{Florida v. Jardines},\textsuperscript{40} Scalia built on the \textit{Olmstead} underpinnings of \textit{Jones}.\textsuperscript{41} Writing for the majority, Scalia addressed yet another governmental supersensory investigation of a defendant’s home, this time through the use of a police dog that sniffed the exterior of the house. In \textit{Jardines}, a more emboldened Scalia expressly championed the property interests of the suspect.

In both \textit{Jones} and \textit{Jardines}, Scalia saw no reason to apply \textit{Katz}’s “reasonable-expectation-of-privacy test.” In \textit{Jones}, he wrote, “\textit{Katz} did not repudiate the understanding that the Fourth Amendment embodies a particular concern for government trespass upon the areas it enumerates, [where] the \textit{Katz} reasonable-expectation-of-privacy test has been added to, but not substituted for, the common-law trespassory test.”\textsuperscript{42} In \textit{Jardines} he even more heavily emphasized the physical trespass test, quoting an 1886 ruling\textsuperscript{43} for support: “[O]ur law holds the property of every man so sacred, that no man can set his foot upon his neighbour’s close without his leave.” As it is undisputed that the detectives had all four of their feet and all four of their companion’s firmly planted on the constitutionally protected extension of [the defendant’s] home, the only question is whether he had given his leave (even implicitly) for them to do so. He had not.\textsuperscript{44}

This interpretation of \textit{Katz} as a complement to, rather than a replacement of, the physical trespass test, would have come as a shock to the \textit{Katz} Court itself, which made a point of expressly abrogating the outdated concept, writing: “the underpinnings of \textit{Olmstead}…have been so eroded by our subsequent decisions that the ‘trespass’ doctrine there enunciated can no longer be regarded as controlling.”\textsuperscript{45}

Scalia’s repeated de-emphasizing of \textit{Katz} and reprioritizing of the long-discredited ideas of \textit{Olmstead} have moved the Court in a dangerous direction that is contemptuous of basic notions of personal privacy. Scalia’s physical trespass test turns the motto of the National Lawyers Guild—“[T]hat human rights shall be more sacred than property interests”—directly on its head.

In other areas of criminal procedure, Scalia made his commitment to governmental power at the expense of individual liberty and the tenets of democracy far more clear. He sought to dismantle the Exclusionary Rule, which ever since \textit{Mapp v. Ohio}\textsuperscript{46} in 1961 has helped to deter police misconduct and preserve the integrity of the trial process by ensuring that evidence illegally obtained by police cannot be used against the accused.\textsuperscript{47} He voted to overturn \textit{Miranda v. Arizona},\textsuperscript{48} one of the great rulings in the history of civil liberties, which protects criminal suspects from coercion and abuse during police interrogations. Scalia wrote that \textit{Miranda} represented
a “milestone in judicial overreaching.” He repeatedly dissented in cases prohibiting the death penalty for juvenile offenders. And, despite the incredible work of groups such as the Innocence Project, who have used DNA testing to exonerate countless wrongfully convicted inmates nationwide, he repeatedly opposed making such testing more accessible to those seeking post-conviction relief, including in the case of one death-row inmate who was ultimately exonerated.

In the midst of a mass incarceration crisis, in which thousands of financially destitute criminal defendants around the country were being locked up for non-violent and low-level crimes, Scalia set his sights on Warren Court landmark *Gideon v. Wainright*, which established the constitutional right to court-appointed, state-funded counsel for indigent felony defendants. His dissent in *Alabama v. Shelton*, in which his colleagues extended the right conferred by *Gideon* to the countless misdemeanor defendants subject to imprisonment, again showed solidarity with law enforcement and indifference to the indigent accused. Providing lawyers to poor criminal defendants was simply too costly, Scalia claimed. “Today, the Court gives this consideration [the cost of furnishing counsel in these cases] the back of its hand,” lamented the associate justice who spent thirty years backhanding the poor and desperate who sought justice at the Court.

**A blowhard in a black robe**

Scalia was voluble and antagonistic during oral arguments. He was notorious for directing barbs at his colleagues. He seemed to relish debasing the other justices in his written opinions, as well.

In his dissent in *Obergefell v. Hodges*, a decision that recognized same-sex marriage as a fundamental right, he sharply criticized Justice Anthony Kennedy’s majority opinion, snarling:

> If, even as the price to be paid for a fifth vote, I ever joined an opinion for the Court that began: “The Constitution promises liberty to all within its reach, a liberty that includes certain specific rights that allow persons, within a lawful realm, to define and express their identity,” I would hide my head in a bag.

In *King v. Burwell*, a case revisiting the constitutionality of the Affordable Care Act, Scalia, in a series of bizarre flourishes, called Chief Justice John Roberts’s majority opinion “pure applesauce” and “interpretive jiggery-pokery.” In his concurrence in *Glossip v. Gross*, a death penalty case, Scalia mocked Justices Stephen Breyer and Ruth Bader Ginsburg for “waving over their heads a ream of the most recent abolitionist studies (a superabun-
nant genre) as though they have discovered the lost folios of Shakespeare, insisting that now, at long last, the death penalty must be abolished for good.” Even Justice Thomas, his closest ideological companion on the Court, was not immune. Scalia once accused him of promoting “a presidency more reminiscent of George III than George Washington.” Such attacks have had their price. It has been reported that Scalia’s rebuke of Sandra Day O’Connor in *Webster v. Reproductive Health Services*—where he labeled the perspective of the first woman Supreme Court justice “irrational”—so alienated her that she may have moved leftward politically as a result. This is not to say that her politics shifted politically just to spite him, but his sneering and off-putting arrogance seemed to make O’Connor, a fellow Reagan-appointee, less inclined to embrace his views.

Scalia’s scoffing and derisiveness is unsurprising in light of his other values, all of which combine to form a stereotypically bigoted personality. In his dissent from *Romer v. Evans*, a major gay rights case, he callously compared consensual gay sex to murder, polygamy, and animal cruelty:

The Court’s opinion contains grim, disapproving hints that Coloradans have been guilty of “animus” or “animosity” toward homosexuality, as though that has been established as un-American. Of course it is our moral heritage that one should not hate any human being or class of human beings. But I had thought that one could consider certain conduct reprehensible—murder, for example, or polygamy, or cruelty to animals—and could exhibit even “animus” toward such conduct. Surely that is the only sort of “animus” at issue here: moral disapproval of homosexual conduct . . .

During oral argument in *Fisher v. Texas*, which preserved certain limited forms of affirmative action in higher education, he approvingly cited briefs that argued blacks belonged at less prestigious colleges and universities:

There are those who contend that it does not benefit African-Americans to get them into the University of Texas, where they do not do well, as opposed to having them go to a less-advanced school, a slower-track school where they do well…. One of the briefs pointed out that most of the black scientists in this country don’t come from schools like the University of Texas. They come from lesser schools where they do not feel that they’re being pushed ahead in classes that are too fast for them.

While there has been no shortage of louts, boors, and obnoxious blowhards who have served as Supreme Court justices, most have shown enough self-discipline to keep their petty insults out of their judicial opinions. In a marked departure from traditional decorum (and basic standards of collegiality), Scalia’s dissenting opinions often bristle with contempt, sarcasm, and the puerile anger of a sore loser. Never in history has a justice so eagerly displayed his disrespect for the Court and his colleagues.
Scalia’s ideological *bête noir*, Earl Warren, was able to steer the Court toward progressive ends during his tenure because he knew how to forge consensus. Scalia had no aptitude for this. Scalia could write with great literary aplomb but, in major cases, it was usually in concurrence or dissent—and often only for himself. He energized his fellow right-wing jurists, especially younger acolytes like Gorsuch, but disrespected and alienated colleagues who failed to recognize his superior intellect and methods. His belief in his own greatness turned him into a diva on the bench who was as reluctant to compromise with others as others were to compromise with him.

We suspect that Scalia’s greatest legacy will be his partisanship and the boorish and obnoxious manner with which he behaved as a justice. His vitriolic language, open contempt for the work of colleagues with which he disagreed, and lack of impulse-control on the bench has coarsened the Court’s discourse. He often wrote and behaved like a pettish child with no sense of basic manners or common courtesy. We should remember the virulence of his character, not the color of the robe it was cloaked in.”
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the crushing effects predatory car loans continue to have on Navajo people. Horning explains the numerous social, cultural, economic, and geographical factors that combine to make the Navajo community uniquely susceptible to the profit-maximizing machinations of car dealerships. It comprehensively maps out the fraud, trickery, and coercion used against borrowers for whom a car is a necessity due to the remote and sparsely populated region in which they live. After diagnosing the problem, Horning goes on to suggest a list of remedies that might help protect the Navajo from continued exploitation.

In 1995, during the Bosnian War, the Bosnian Serb army separated 8,000 Muslim Bosniak males from the remainder of the population in the town of Srebrenica and deliberately murdered them. This act of violence, and the accompanying displacement and relocation of the town’s remaining inhabitants, was the most egregious example of genocide and ethnic cleansing on European soil since World War II. International criminal courts have condemned many of those responsible, including Radovan Karadzic, president of the Republica Srbska, known today as the “Butcher of Bosnia.” That former president Karadzic was captured, behind a leonine beard and a pseudonym in Serbia, and brought to justice was a relief to those who value human rights the world over. However, as Alan W. Clarke and David Gespass demonstrate in “Successes and Failures: Assessing the ICTY after Prosecutor v. Radovan Karadzic,” the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia’s ruling in this case is hardly immune from criticism. This article analyzes the Court’s opinion, especially focusing on how, by narrowly defining elements of the crime and increasing prosecutorial burdens, it might make future genocide prosecutions more difficult.

After about 30 years as an associate justice, last year one of the most reactionary and obnoxious justices in the history of the Supreme Court, Antonin Scalia, died. Since then many eulogies have been written. Right-wing legal activists have mourned a fallen idol. Despite disagreeing with many of his opinions, ideological opponents have, for the most part, been respectful if not downright obsequious in their praise for Scalia’s intellect, commitment to his ideals, and capacity for eloquence. Nearly all have united in predicting his lasting impact on the Court and society.

David Gespass, Meredith Osborne, and I aren’t so impressed. In “Putting Scalia in Perspective” we argue that the recently deceased justice adhered to a dangerous and deceptive method of legal interpretation that, conveniently and entirely unsurprisingly, was perfectly suited his longstanding political ambition of scaling back the progressive gains of the Warren Court era. We maintain that is his flawed approach to deciding cases, along with his boorish behavior toward his colleagues on the bench, that should be his legacy.

— Nathan Goetting, editor-in-chief
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